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MediaList
MediaList is the application developed by SI Media for the creation and management of
the daily playlist for one or more playout channels.
MediaList allows the user to plan and schedule events (e.g. LIVE events) and programs
(e.g. Clip programs) in the short, medium and long term in a total customizable workflow.
MediaList manages several types of events/programs (clip programs, live events, tape
programs) and can set for each one of them the logo and graphic project, A/V Router
switching command, Master Control Switcher transition (secondary events) those will be
executed when that program will be played on air by the automation.
The creation and the management of the daily playlist is simple and intuitive: user can
insert new events from the Program Archive with a drag & drop and then use the cut,
copy and paste well known functionalities.
MediaList manages the low-resolution (i.e. proxy) preview of all the assets available into
the archive. This feature is also used for edit (cut-cut) the clips that automation is going to
play on air.
MediaList allows the user to view and print out the As-Run-Log playlist for legal
compliance purposes.
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http://www.si-media.tv
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Asset editing (cut-cut) and Program creation
With MediaList it is possible to edit (cut-cut) assets available into the archive and create
Programs. Each Program includes one or more cut-cut asset (i.e. Clip) created by the user
browsing the low resolution.
With MediaList it is possible to tag clips giving them a title, an episode number and other
metadata. For each Program and/or Clip it is also possible to add until 7 different levels of
secondary events: logo and graphic projects, A/V Router switching commands, Master
Control Switcher transitions, GPI events in input and output.

(MediaList, asset editing using low-res preview)

http://www.si-media.tv
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Short, medium and long term program scheduling
With MediaList Programs can be scheduled in short, medium and long period. This feature
allows the user to significantly speed up the daily playlist creation process, instead of
manage this task manually day by day.
With MediaList the user can manage the scheduling process in both the way: manually
and in automated mode.

(MediaList, Program planning)

(MediaList, planning with episode number)
http://www.si-media.tv

(MediaList, air time planning)
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Playlist creation easy and simple
MediaList helps the user to prepare and manage the daily playlist quickly and easily
through an intuitive and easy-to-use graphical interface.
User can insert new events from the Program Archive with drag & drop and then use the
cut, copy and paste well known functionalities.
MediaList allows the user to use cut / copy / paste commands to move programs from
one playlist to another or within the same playlist. In MediaList the Program’s color can be
customized by the user.

(MediaList, Program archive and daily playlist)

http://www.si-media.tv
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Playlist can be listed not only in the standard daily mode: Medialist can also show the
playlist with the weekly view.

(MediaList, weekly playlist view)

http://www.si-media.tv
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Automatic merge of the AD playlist into the Program playlist
MediaList allows importing of the AD blocks created with MediaSpot (application module
dedicated to the creation and management of AD playlist) into the daily Program playlist
at the times in which AD are planned.

(MediaList, playlist processing)

http://www.si-media.tv
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Checking for playlist errors
MediaList allows the user to check the daily playlist for errors or discrepancies using the
"Check Errors" function.
With MediaList it is possible to select a short list of errors for that the user wants to check
for.

(MediaList, Check Errors list)

http://www.si-media.tv
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Low-resolution preview
MediaList allows the browsing of all available assets with their low-resolution (i.e. Proxy).
Thanks to this the user can check the content of the assets before their play out not using
a high-resolution decoder for the preview but just browsing the proxy over the LAN.

(MediaList, Low-res preview)

http://www.si-media.tv
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Management of Program rights
MediaList generates an alarm flag each time the user schedules a Program with expired
rights or that has already reached the maximum number of allowed passages on-air: up to
him confirm or change the scheduling.

(MediaList, Program rights)

http://www.si-media.tv
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GPI management
MediaList manages GPI signals in input (receiving commands to execute) and output
(sending commands to external devices).
With MediaList it is possible to set the GPI form at different levels: into the Program, into
the clip or into the daily playlist.

(MediaList, GPI management)

http://www.si-media.tv
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Secondary events management
With MediaList user can link the logo and graphic projects to the Programs, clips and
playlist events.
Different logo and different graphic projects can be set on a single Program, clip or event:
using the proxy it is possible to preview the final package.

(MediaList, LG and CG management)
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